
MAZAL TOV
Milo Sherman  
on his Bar Mitzvah 
(Heritage Sanctuary)
CANDLE LIGHTING 
Friday 7:47pm 
Saturday 8:46pm
TORAH (page 432) 
Exodus 18:1 - 20:23
HAFTARAH (page 450) 
Isaiah 6:1 - 7:6; 9:5 - 9:6
SHABBAT SERVICES 
Erev Shabbat 
• 6:15pm - Evening 

service  
(New Sanctuary)

Shabbat Morning
• 9:00am -  

Masorti service 
(New Sanctuary)

• 10:00am -  
Progressive service 
(Heritage Sanctuary)

              _________________

Shabbat Live will 
return from 6.15pm 
on 1st February 
with Cantor George 
Mordecai.

Renewal Shabbat service 
February 9 from 9:00am  
in Neuweg
Morning minyan will 
resume at 9:00am on 
Feb 3rd with the  
World Wide Wrap
 
Thank you to the Sherman 
family for sponsoring the 
kiddush.

SHABBAT BULLETIN
Shabbat Yitro 25/26 January 2019 • 13 Sh'vat 5779

The Torah - can it still bring our 
community together?

Parashat Yitro is one of the most extraordinary pieces of human 
literature ever written.  In it we hear the original revelation of Torah 
at Sinai – the only time ever recorded in human history that God 
revealed Self to an entire nation, as opposed to one individual.  
“Torah mi-Sinai”, that Torah has been revealed at Sinai, is a central 
principle of Judaism.  Debate within the streams of Judaism exists 
as to what precisely we mean by this term.  In the Torah itself, the 
precise timing and nature of the revelation is opaque (did it happen 
in one instant, over 40 days and nights while Moses communed with 
God, over the 40 days of wandering in the wilderness?)  The answer 
to that question will place one along a continuum of how much of the 
entire Torah is the record of revelation.  
Tradition gives us many possible responses.  The Bible itself does 
not declare anything specific or clear on this issue.  Similarly, 
the Talmudic record of about 1500 years ago indicates a variety 
of positions regarding the teaching of narrative compared to the 
revelation of halakha, and entertains the possibility of the entire 
Torah being written by more than one source.  Maimonides, in the 
eighth of his thirteen principles of faith asserts that the entire Torah 
is the exact literal document dictated by God to Moses.  While his 
opinion was not fully accepted in his time, since the 19th century 
Orthodoxy has claimed that the entire five books must be taken 
as the literal revelation from God to Moses; any other position, for 
them, is heresy.  (They also include the Mishna as the later recording 
of Oral Torah that had been handed down from Moses, to Joshua, to 
the prophets to the sages and then to the rabbis as part of the precise 
revelation from Sinai.) The unorthodox approach states that Torah is 
a process of communication, and that the human hand is inevitably 
interwoven in the revelation by having written it down.  No matter 
where one stands on the continuum, Torah becomes the content of 
our covenant with God.  
Unfortunately, over the last couple of centuries the differences of 
opinion as to what was revealed when and how has become the 
major point of contention among Jews.  With the growth of positive 
historical Judaism, which investigated the facts and evidence within 
the Torah itself and the claims about it from other sources, there has 
been a growing understanding that the Torah indeed is something 
that developed over time.  This position undermines both rabbinic 
authority and the authority of the halakha, Jewish law.  This conflict 
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is only exacerbated by the growing secularism and decreasing observance of the Jewish people.  
The question in front of us as a people is whether we can remain one people with our different 
beliefs, perspectives and practices, or whether we risk sectarian division.  
We will have a wonderful opportunity to discuss this in a week’s time when Rabbi Gad Krebs 
of Kehillat Masada joins me In Conversation about the future of the Jewish community.  We 
stood as one thousands of years ago at Sinai – let us discover whether we can still stand 
together, united if not uniform.  Please join us In Conversation February 3rd at 5:00pm. 
Shabbat Shalom,
Rabbi Jeffrey Kamins

February 22nd from 7:00pm
with live music on the sand followed by 
a picnic on the grass. Children welcome. 
Please email for the location in Sydney: 

orna@emanuel.org.au

Jewnatal
Calling all expecting couples, regardless 
of whether this is your first, second or 
more! Join Rabbi Rafi Kaiserblueth for 
a series of informal sessions, designed as 
preparation for birth in a Jewish context. 
This is also a wonderful opportunity to 
meet those who are about to welcome a 
new bundle of joy in their lives. 

The next series begins on Sunday, 10 
February from 3:00pm - 4:00pm. 
Please call the office on 9389 6444 for 
details.

Renewal Kabbalat 
Shabbat at the Beach  
with Music & Picnic

Shabbat Live 
Returns!

Join us from 6.15pm
on Friday 1st February

with
Cantor George

Mordecai



WHAT’S ON
Kef Kids - 
Thursdays from 4:00pm-5:30pm starting February 7th
Kef Kids is an educational program for children in years K–5 - an exciting, fun way for kids to 
connect with Judaism and their community.  

Conversations about Israel - every Monday from 10:00am-11:30am 
Every Monday, join Rabbi Jeffrey Kamins or guest speakers to examine the complex issues facing 
contemporary Israel.  No class this Monday.  
Monday February 4 - Professor Boaz Golany - Vice President, Technion – Tikkun Olam: 
Solving global water and food security problems. Israel’s lead in entrepreneurial solutions to 
complex problems

Jewish Meditation Class - Tuesday nights in March 7:30pm-9:00pm 
in Neuweg with Rabbi Dr Orna Triguboff - no charge. All welcome.

Learn (or improve your) Hebrew in 2019
Classes are Monday evenings during term 

starting February from 6:00pm-7:00pm
Register now at emanuel.org.au/engage/learn_hebrew

WORLD WIDE WRAP 
Sunday, 3 February 2019 from 9AM 

Join with our people. Participate in the Mitzvah. 
Experience the Wonder and Joy of Tefillin. 

There’ll be extra sets and personal tefillin trainers to help you through the process. 
Afterwards, please join us for a delicious bagel breakfast and learning session.
Male or female, first timers or old hands - join us and be a part of this lovely experience.

Rabbi Gad Krebs (Kehillat Masada) in conversation 
with Rabbi Jeffrey Kamins

 
Sunday February 3rd from 5:00pm-6:30pm

Community
An Orthodox Rabbi’s perspective

Can we reach agreement on some of the issues that have challenged the 
relationship between Orthodox and non-Orthodox communities? What will be 

the major issues facing the Sydney Jewish community in the coming year?

Book now: tinyurl.com/community2019

Lunch 'n' Learn
Join us on February 9th after services

For a special presentation by Dudu Gotlib, Netzer and Community Shaliach
Countdown to the Israeli Elections

In 
 conversation



  IN  MEMORY

 Cheryl Ballinger (Sheila Corne)
* Leon Joshua Berliner
 Anne Blitz (Rami Moryosef)
 Samuel Berrima Brandon  
 (Leonard Brandon)
 Chaim-Zvi Broch (Toni Kleiner)
* Michael Cahn 
 Christine Celermajer  
 (Danielle Celermajer)
 Betty Clark (Rachael Clark)
* Belinda Cork (Bruce Goldman)
 Jacques Danon (Albert Danon)
 Ruth Deutsch (Irene Deutsch)
* Klotilde Eichner
 Jean Faigen (David Faigen)
 Mary Faire (Anne Newman)
 Imre Fischer (Judy Fischer)
 Rabbi Bernard Frampton (Naomi Elias)
 Henryk Frant (Christine Harris)
 Raymond Frederikson (Gloria Schwarz)
 Phillip Freedman (Joel Freedman)
 Derek Freeman (Phyllis Freeman,  
 Louise Glaser)
 Dina Fridman (Sylvia Golding)
 Sydney Friedlander  
 (Judith Kahn Friedlander)
 Lizzi Gertler (Robert Gertler,  
 Vera Jacoby)
 Hymie Goldberg (Maxine Bachmayer)
 Louis Goldberg (Michael Golding)
 Phillip Goran (Deanne Rosenthal)
 Jake Gotlieb (Kim Gotlieb)
 George Grant (Robert Grant)
 Fay Greenberg (Lisa Davey)
 Israel Gross (Colin Gross)
* Elimelech Yisrael Guth

 Brian Hardy (Elaine Hardy,  
 Paul Rubain)
 Benita Harris (Sara Glaser)
 Stephen Walter Kary (Nereida Cross)
 Marilyn Katz (Leslie Katz)
 Paula Kitchener (Peter Kitchener)
 Betty Lavigne (John Lavigne)
* Esther Margaret Lehmann
* Edgar Levey
 Bernie Levin (Jules Levin-Kahn)
 Samuel Lissing (Michael Lissing)
 Egon Lowe (Sandra Steinweg)
 Eve Mankiewicz (Renee Koonin)
 Regina Merkur (Toni Kleiner)
 Gertrude (Gerty) Mueller (Linda Penn)
 Ruth Ursel Muller (Frank Muller)
 Eva Nathan (David Nathan)
 Margarette Pollak (Esther Simons)
 Edith Port (Adam Port)
 Sonia Rabin (Milly Goldman)
 Joan Rein (Rosalind Tarszisz)
 Agneta Rosenfeld (Leslie Rosenfeld,  
 Monica Rosenfeld)
* Maurycy Schwarzbaum  
 (Jacheta Schwarzbaum)
 Anna Sefo (Dilan Rajasingham)
 Sidney Leopold Segal (Jillian Segal)
 Hymie Sherman (Brian Sherman)
 Annie Sohn (Samuel Schindler)
 Alan Steinberg (Mark Steinberg)
 Sylvia Vasin (Michael Vasin)
 Eric Vellins (Pauline Vellins)
 Pamela Warnock (Anne Spero,  
 Debbie Warnock)

There are mourners in our community to whom we extend our sincerest sympathies on the 
death of their loved ones.

Shiva: Michael Toben, Shula Endrey-Walder
Shloshim: Annalise Braakensiek, Evrille Bortz, Mildred Teitler, Hettie Angel, Amos Oz, 

Henriette (Jetty) Jaszsagi, Aubrey Krawitz
 

  This week we observe the Yahrzeits of (observed by):                            * Memorial Light  

Shoah Remembrance: Dr Marta Muller was born on 12 March 1906 in Vienna, was 
sent to Terezin concentration camp and perished in 1944 in Auschwitz during the Shoah.


